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MARKETPLACE

IN POSSIBLE

"IMPOSSIBLE
IS JUST AN
OPINION"
The Annual Association of South African

Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS) Conference,
which took place on 2 August, is a one
day conference with speakers whose
messages are not only pertinent to the QS profession, but to the
construction industry as a whole. This year's speakers ranged from
professional adventurer Peter von Kets to strategic specialist
Dr Andrew Brough to Oscar von Memerty who inspired with his
message of success against the gravest of odds. Construction World
attended and filed this report.
The South African construction industry
is in largely negative terrain  especially
the civils industry. This formed the basis of
almost all of presentations at the ASAQS
Annual Conference. As this uncertainty is a
given, the underlying message of the confer

ence was that the construction industry (and
QSs) should build on this knowledge.

Embracing advancements
Yunus Bayat, the recently elected President
of the ASAQS started off the Conference

how one would conduct business in a world
where turbulence has become the norm.

"One characteristic leads to success  grit
 no matter what you are faced with on your
journey." A quote from Mohammed Ali, "the
impossible is just as opinion" is something
that Von Ketz truly believes.

"In the end," she says, "agility and adaptabil
ity is how one arrives at sustainabiiity." This
is especially vital as FDI into infrastructure
has shrunk, the number of new projects has
declined and there has been an increase in

stalled or failed projects. "PPPs and conces
sions have largely ground to a halt and the
failures in good governance in our metres
have incapacitated service delivery and an
important revenue life line for professionals,"
she continues.

A long downward trend

has shown a downward trend.

matter of hours, is something that the coun
try (and industry) has become accustomed
to. "We have swung into 'Ramaphoria' and
quickly swung out of it  with the realisa
tion that it is going to take more than mere
sentiment to steady this ship," she said. "We
are living in a vibrant and volatile context 
and this volatility is something that we have

He says that the only way the country's
construction industry (and industries in
general) will return to growth, will be

become accustomed to."

Ntuli said that the sad reality is that
everything has now become political: water,
education, business, diversity, transforma
tion, healthcare, even safety. The related
infrastructure for these is no longer a basic
human need, but an expression of power.
"Things are happening rapidly and we have
to be resilient and agile in this context if a

advocacy and marketing of the profession
so it is represented as widely as possible.
The 93% collection rate of membership fees
and the increased number of applications
for positions on the executive committee,
are indicative of this traction. Clients rely on
a QS for them to stay competitive in a cut
throat industry," Feinberg said.

• The improvement of global
competitiveness

context, where the rand can nosedive in a

of the ASAQS, has been instrumental in

"The ASAQS has been instrumental in the

• Deepening domestic partnerships

defined the status quo to be. The volatile

the marketing of the QS profession to
have been sensing forward movement. Grit,
passion and optimism go hand in hand with
progress," said Feinberg. A strategic plan
for the QS profession has been laid out
so progress is measurable and sustained.

more inclusive

• Ensuring integrity in governance

Craig Lemboe, a senior economist at the
Bureau for Economic Research (who compiles
the BER Consumer Confidence Index), gave
a sobering presentation of the status of the
construction industry Since December 2013 it

A new currency

by stating that the aim of the ASAQS is not
only the preservation of the profession, but
also to enhance it. "It will be preserved by
upholding professional ethics, integrity and
maintaining high standards," he said.
"In the current depressed times it is inter
esting to note that construction has the high
est potential for growth," said Bayat. "Keeping
up with the times by embracing technological
advancements such as BIM is one example of
how the QS profession can show its agility."
Larry Feinberg, the Executive Director

stakeholders. "Members of the ASAQS

8

Professional adventurer Peter von Kets

equated his experiences (crossing the Atlan
tic in a twoman row boat, for example) to

• Transforming the economy to make it

Context is the new currency is what Lynette
Ntuli, CEO of Innate Investment Solution

business is to survive."

However, what does this mean for the

built environment? "For example, only 13
of 283 municipalities got a clean audit this
year, so by and large we can ask if we have
lost grip," Ntuli said. She did offer a few ways
the construction industry (and country as a
whole) can get it back:

through the return of private investment,
improved political sentiment, rebalancing
the approach to transformation, ensuring
that growth is labourintensive, rooting out
corruption and obviously through improving
the education system, which he says has
been the ruling party's greatest failure.

In the interim though
The moral of the story is that turbulence has
become the norm and only one characteris
tic leads to success in such a challenging
context... grit. It is up to the individuals and
companies that make up the built environ
ment to determine how this turbulent time
will be survived so that when the tide turns

they can take advantage of more positive
environment. Change, both good and bad, is
happening rapidly and the industry has to be
resilient. Agility and adaptability is the only
way to achieve a sustainable model  for a
company, a profession and an industry.
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Purple cow
Dr Andrew Brough, who practices as an
international leadership and organisational
consultant and chartered marketer said that

the only way for companies to ride out the
current wave and successfully navigate the
slippery slopes, is for them to look inward and
determine what the differentiating factor of
their company is. "If your competitive advan
tage is price only, you are following a strategy
that is not sustainable," he says. The overrid
ing message of his talk was the concept of
the 'purple cow'  a phrase coined by Seth
Godin to denote standing out from the crowd.
Now is the time for the companies within the
industry to define what makes them stand
out, what makes them intrinsically different.

Closer to home
Dr Deen Letchmiah, founding director of a
large QS practice and the current President
of the South African Council for the Quantity
Surveying Profession (SACQSP), spoke
about specifics. "The current role of a QS
is that of a 'number cruncher', a counter of

bricks, and estimator, a profession perceived
as old hat and boring. The future role of a QS
will be that of a cost manager, someone who
manages value. The QS of the future will be
a people person, dynamic, innovative and a
facilitator." He said that Government depart
ments have not gained value for money from
construction projects because of
(i) Underspending and poor management
of funds  8 000 fulltime job opportu
nities are lost for every R1 billion that

(iii) Inadequate supply chain management
procurement processes and controls in
project delivery.
"Research indicates a need for best practice
methodology for delivery of public infra
structure. However, there has been a lack of

Lynette Ntuli  Traction: Get a grip!

control mechanisms and abuse due to fraud

"We can no longer play to the same rule of
tradition, formality and risk."

and corruption," he says. "National Treasury
is attempting to address these challenges
with the Standard for Procurement and

Delivery Management."
He also touched on the advantages of
BIM. "5D BIM can extract measurement for

quick calculations. This will enable a QS to
focus of higher valueadding work for anal
ysis and interpretation. The BIM model can
be shared directly between parties which
means the QS gets involved earlier and can
give immediate feedback using BIM Revi
sioning. This will lead to strategic municipal
asset management, value management, life
cycle costing and benchmarking," he said.
Vaughan Harris, founder of the BIM
Institute, discussed the advantages of BIM
further in this presentation, 'BIM  A moving
glacier' during which a panel of experts also
gave their input.
Embracing BIM is one way  as Yunus
Bayat mentioned at the outset of the
Conference  the profession can embrace

(ii) The awarding of contracts to the lowest
bid without considering the quality, and
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Craig Lemboe  Peaks and valleys:
economic trends

"Improved sentiment leads to improved
investment. What can you do to improve
sentiment?"

Dr Andrew Brough  Navigating the
slopes: strategy for new business
"The only way to survive is not to drive
down you fees."

Uwe Putlitz  JBCC Going forward
"JBCC documentation 2018 ... shorter...

simpler... stronger"

Oscar von Memerty  Reaching the
summit against all odds
"What you see as your most limiting factor
can become your biggest advantage."

advances to make it relevant and vital in the

Vaughan Harris  BIM: A moving glacier

future of development.

"As a profession we have to build what we

Even closer

need on the BIM foundation."

Dr Stephan Ramabodu, immediate past
President of the ASAQS, discussed the

goes unspent,

Peter van Kets: Grit  Never give up
"Believe that you can achieve anything, put
grit to it, and you will achieve anything."

'Generalised Anxiety Syndrome experienced
by Quantity Surveyors in the work environ
ment'. These results, based on a survey with
154 respondents, found that the factors the
affect business confidence are: political
instability, taxes, interest rates, inflation,
economy, competition and fiscal policies.
These factors lead to business stress  in

various forms of severity.
In the current uncertain and challenging
industry, only 5,06% of surveyed Quantity
Quantity companies do not discount pro
fessional fees, something another speaker
pointed out as unsustainable. ¦

Dr Calayede Davey  Lean Construction: a
business case

"Find and eliminate waste, increase the

flow, seek out continuous improvement."

Dr Stephan Ramabodu  QS Practices:
Stressed?

"We need tp start taking stress seriously
and start taking care of ourselves."

Dr Deen Letchmiah  Gaining ground: the
future is exciting
"The future for the QS is not extinction, it is

filled with excitement, as long as we move
with the time."

Larry Feinberg, Executive Director of the ASAQS:
"Clients rely on a QS to stay competitive."

Yunus Bayat, President
of the ASAQS: "The

construction industry
has the largest potential
for job creation".

Vaughan Harris, founder
of the BIM Institute:
"BIM is vital for the

QS profession to stay
relevant"
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Lynette Ntuli: "Only
by combining agility
with adaptability
do you achieve
sustainability."

